Making it easier to start and
grow a small business in NSW
A CASE STUDY

The issue
Establishing, opening and running a small
business in NSW can be an onerous task
with a lot of red tape. Research showed
that in some industries, someone wanting to
open a business had to complete more than
45 different forms for 17 (or more) agencies,
across local, state and federal government.
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What the government did
The Making Business Easier program was set up to make
this process easier. It provides:
a dedicated Business Concierge who provides
free, over the phone, personalised assistance to
help navigate government processes faster and
with ease.
An online General Business offering which provides selfserve access to business owners, including:
HOW
TO

industry tailored ‘how to’ guides to help navigate
government licences, approvals and regulations.
articles specific and relevant to the business
owner’s situation, for example, their Payroll Tax.
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“We came from Canberra
to set up a business
in a new state, we are
really appreciative of the
support in understanding
what we need to start
up our business . . . it
was amazing and has
helped us tremendously
in saving time. Kudos to
the Business Concierge
and the whole team for
helping us through this.”
NSW small business owner

Who is the customer?
Small business owners, and aspiring owners, at the various stages of their business
life across 13 industries. This includes housing and construction, cafe, small bar and
restaurant, agritourism and Culturally and Linguistically Diverse (CALD) business
owners. Service NSW’s research participants were small business owners with a
turnover of less than $2 million annual revenue, and less than 20 employees.
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Use multiple channels to capture
your customers’ pain points

Insights
Journey maps help visualise the end-to-end process of establishing a
business. While starting with 2 industries - Housing Construction and Cafe,
Restaurant & Small Bars - Service NSW’s research expanded to include
another 11 industries, including Agritourism and CALD business owners.
Understanding these business owners’ experiences allowed Service NSW to
identify and prioritise pain points that were common across industries, as well
as industry-specific pain points.
When collecting data for a journey map consider using a multi-channel
approach, including:
One-on-one interviews with customers – Service NSW conducted
over 160 one-hour interviews across NSW with small business
owners in both Metro and Regional areas.
Surveys to understand how and when customers interact with your
agency. This includes measuring sentiment to identify how difficult
each stage of the process is.
Observing customer experiences onsite – customer interactions
were observed at Service NSW Centres.
Industry and data analysis to quantify contextual research where
appropriate.
Tip Go beyond the customer and capture other stakeholder feedback for a
broader perspective. Service NSW held focus groups with state agencies and
small business industry associations, and input from local councils was also
captured.
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Use survey management dashboards
to capture and optimise the customer
experience at each interaction

Insights
Survey management dashboards help capture, store and analyse customer
feedback. This helps identify your customers’ biggest pain points and prioritse
solving them first.
Service NSW partnered with Qualtrics to survey customers after each interaction
with either their business concierge or the digital channels, to see if the service
saved them time and effort. Thumbs up/down online and verbatim feedback was
also captured. The survey data was then made available through a customised
dashboard.
Survey management dashboards can enable you to:
Capture how many times customers raise problems at each stage
of the journey and target the most frequently raised issues.
Link survey results to specific transactions, including benefits experienced
and digital satisfaction.
Set digital customer success thresholds, such as time spent on each
section, how long to complete a transaction.
Visual measurement of the customer journey across transactions,
with the ability to export to external stakeholders.
Build outcome-based alerts that can generate a closed-loop ticket to
teams when a customer gives negative feedback. Teams can start to solve
the problem immediately.
Send real-time reports to product managers with a priority list for action.

Tip Capturing data on customer satisfaction (CSAT) scores means you can get the
right mix of customers – both satisfied and dissatisfied – to test with and develop
improvements to your product.
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How to establish
a customer panel

Insights
Customer panels are a convenient, cost-effective tool when you need frequent,
ongoing feedback from your customers.

Stage one: Discovery
Learning: Don’t re-invent the wheel – Customer panels are a convenient, costeffective tool when you need frequent, ongoing feedback from your customers.
For this initiative, Service NSW consulted:
The Australian Tax Office (ATO): which shared its customer panel operating principles.
The ATO panel was mainly for business, so the principles were relevant to the Service
NSW project.
Auckland City Council: which runs one of the largest citizen research panels in the
world. Service NSW gained insights on how to engage prospective panellists, including
appropriate remuneration.
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Stage two: Set-up
Learning: Get the governance and risk assessment right early to save time and money.
Service NSW used the lessons from the ATO and Auckland City Council to establish
strong governance procedures. Over 6 months of testing with its risk and governance
team, they established:
Principles of the Service NSW Business Research Panel.
Methods to engage the panellists and appropriate processes
to communicate with them.
Guidelines on remuneration rates for panel members both consumer
and business owners.
The consent framework, including consent to film and record,
and to outline how data is used.
Effective processes to document findings and post-consultation follow-ups.
Tip: Consider needs beyond your immediate purpose. Service NSW gains consent
from customers to share data from the customer panel with other teams in the
agency. Guidelines were developed so non-business owners could participate in
relevant research for future activities.
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Stage three: Sign up panel members
Learning: Make it easy for customers to access information, opt in and out.
Business owners can easily join the Small Business Research Panel through
the ‘have your say’ page on the Service NSW website. The business owner
shares relevant information on their industry and location, which is also linked
to any other feedback they provide to Service NSW. Customers can opt in or
out of the panel with a simple check box.
A website was set up to educate customers on the panel’s principles, provide
consent forms to download and to access FAQs .
The panel participants can be segmented by industry area or location,
to capture the right voice for research purposes.
Service NSW then engages the panel through:
• One-hour face-to-face sessions which take place in both metropolitan
and regional NSW.
• Online research such as interviews, surveys or polls.
• 30-minute phone research.
• Two-hour product testing research such as testing product prototypes
or evaluating a new product or service.
Tip: Service NSW’s processes include the requirement for a clear brief of
expected outcomes when requesting access to panel customers
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Benefits of a customer panel
Time saving
Service NSW’s panel directory means it can easily
access the right voices and arrange interview times.
Sourcing a panel via an external agency takes at
least 2–3 weeks each time.
Cost saving
The average cost for a business panel member
is $150/hr compared to $450/hr using a research
agency. Non-business panellists cost $70/hr.

Easier to use
In-built records management to the online platform
means all research is integrated, making it easier to
access and analyse.
Simplicity
The ease of the integrated panel means one staff
member manages the entire customer panel, rather
than a whole team.
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To learn more contact:
Phillip Bland Customer Insights Manager, Service NSW
phillip.bland@service.nsw.gov.au
To share a story from your cluster contact: cx@comprac.nsw.gov.au
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